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Better Business Books of 1928
Margaret Reynolds, Librarian, First Wisconsin National Bank

I

NSTEAD of talking to you about
better business books for 1928, I
would much prefer to tell you about
the Fiesta in Santa Barbara, the garden
tours in Montecito or the rare hours
spent before and behind the stacks in
the Huntington Library, seeing and
handling treasures of untold wealth.
This would be much more colorful and
fascinating than a mere practical everyday talk on better business books of
1928. I'd prefer reading t o you from
"A Son of Earth," the recently published
collection of poems by my old friend,
Ellery Leonard. Some of these poems
were included in a privately printed
collection which is cherished by book
collectors.
Four of the nine months of the year
have been spent on the sands of the
Pacific a t Santa Barbara, so perhaps
you'll wonder on what my talk is based.
Miss Ethel Cleland, Librarian of the
Business Branch of the Indianapolis
Public Library and Miss Marion Manley, librarian of the Business Branch of
the Newark Public Library, both sent
me suggestions, while I myself have
published reviews of exactly seventyfive business books during this period
in the Midwestern Banker. These represented twenty-one publishers, while one
book was privately printed. Twenty
years ago there were not twenty-one
publishers listing business books in
their catalogues. Note the change in
our day.
Thirty-four years ago, in 1894, John
Cotton Dana contributed to a small
publication named Business, published
a t Denver and now extinct,-pioneer of
all our business journals but no relation
to the present-day publication of that
name,-a
paper on The Literature of
Business.

Ernest Elmo Calkins, in his "Business the Civilizer ," has reprinted this
foreword, saying first: "Read in the
light of present-day estimate of business,
the piece has all the authenticity of
prophecy fulfilled. And further, no
one has been more zealous than Mr.
Dana in collecting, indexing, and making available the rapidly growing literature of business which has arisen since,
as if in response to his demand. He has
recently seen his efforts crowned in
the opening and dedication a t Newark
of the only compIet$ and separate
business library in the world. He has
graciously given me permission to set
here, a s a foreword to t h ~ smost recent
book about business, the piece in which
he shrewdly anticipated many things
that I have tried to say."
TIIE LITERATURE OF BUSINESS

Why not books for a business man?
We have a science and an art of war.
I t chanced, men's relations being what
they were, t h a t these came first among
the arts and sciences. As war was the
chiekst of man's activities, so i t was
most largely in his thoughts. Around
war and warriors, in poem, story, play,
biography, and history gathered the
best things men could say, said in the
happiest way. And to this day-it's
a pity i t is so-the best of the old
literature and much of the best that is
new has war for its subject matter, and
homicide for its startling incident.
Past politics and dead politicians,
commonly called statesmanship and
statesmea-about these, also, literature
has grown, and what we now get in
morning papers, in all the baldness and
meanness of its truth, the historians
and poets have served up for us in books
that are classics and to know which is
the part of culture.

Presented before Wisconein Library Aesociation, Milwaukee, October 10-12, 1928
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No business literature? Then it's
time we had some. Will men write
always of the Crusades and Round
Table Knights, when every day there
a r e Argentines and Panamas and Siberian Railways? Must we always send
our children back into the past to learn
hpw bad, and how good, men were in
times not like ours? I t is useless for
classic dodos and us cultured folks to
protest. Business is here, and here to
stay. And selfish, sordid, grasping,
gross, material though i t be, it has,
thank heaven, no such tales of woe t o
p u t into verse, drama, history, and
essay as one finds on every page of the
chronicles of war, politics, and religion.
T h e knight was well in his time. A t this
distance he is picturesque, though on
closer view not o,vernice, quarrelsome,
The
ignorant, superstitious, cruel.
statesman was well, also, though lie,
too, bears examination poorly, a s his
Kansas successor makes manifest. The
priest had his excellencies, though when
w e see him without the veil our reverence
gives him he smacks too largely of
Brigham Young. But with all his meanness, his sordidness, his devotion t o the
selfish side of gain, the man of affairs
of the present day is beyond and above
them all immeasurably. His literature
will come.
Mr. Dana's prophecy, my statistics
about books reviewed and your own
knowledge of business literature show
t h a t the tide has turned.
CALKINS,Earnest Elmo. Business the
civilizer. Boston.
Little, Brown.
1928. $3.00.
Part of Mr. Calkins' latest book,
"Business the civilizer," has appeared
in Printers' Ink, Advertising and Selling,
Century Magazine, Journal of the American Bankers' Association, The Writer,
Scribnar's and the Atlantic Mo?ztlzly.
As the author says, when one reads Mr.
Dana's introduction he realizes t h a t the
prophecy has been fulfilled. Because
Mr. Dana was the one who started the
first business branch of a public library,
we are particularly glad t o have this
introduction reprinted.
Mr. Calkins knows the advertising
game and knows i t thoroughly. He
believes in it, but his book is not correctly titled. Some might say that the
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word advertising should have been used
somewhere, for the book is full of stories
about advertising, all kinds of advertising. Some of the chapters are quite
controversial, so the latter half of the
book is more pleasing to the general
reader. There are many sentences we
should like to quote from Mr. Calkins'
book, but we will satisfy ourselves with
but one. "Business may not be the
noblest pursuit, b u t i t is true that men
are bringing t o i t some of the qualities
which actuate the explorer, scientist,
artist-the
zest, the open-mindedness,
even the disinterestedness with which
the scientific investigator explores some
field of pure purpose."
The illustrations by RenC Clarke add
t o the attractiveness of the volume.
The futuristic and cubistic jacket in
black and gold design makes the volume
look like anything but its title and some
readers may be inveigled into purchasing it just because of the unusual jacket.
CARVER,Thomas Nixon and LESTER,
Hugh W. This economic world and
how it may be improved. Shaw.
Chicago. 1928. $4.00.
Carver's "This economic world and
how i t may be improvedu is an attempt
to popularize economics. The author
feels that not enough reformers are
interested in the future phase of the
poverty problem. They inveigh only
against a condition in which the general
or average prosperity in a whole occupation or group of occupations is low. They
object to low wage rates. In "This
economic world and how i t may be improved,ll the author says, "the economic
problem of the present and the immediate future is t h a t of removing occupational poverty. T h e future must
take care of the problem of individual
failures in a generally prosperous occupation." Then will come the equalization problem, how to equalize prosperity
among different persons in the same
occupation, or of eliminating the individual failures in an occupation which
is generally prosperous.
If you would know more about this
problem read the book beginning with
the chapter entitled the great escape.
The chapter on the last fifty years, part
of which was written for the World's
Work, is a good one.
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The author asks and gives the answers
t o such questions as these: Is there
really a n y danger of a food shortage?
Is marriage a means of escaping want?
What effect does the marrlage age have
on population? I s prohibition economically sound? Is the answer to the
immigration question further restriction?
Should competition be eradicated? W h a t
about birth control-Mussolini-Bolshevism - politics - Karl Marx agriculture - religion - mass production?
"Casualty Insurance," by Crobaugh
will not be reviewed, but if you want a
book in t h a t field buy this, for it is usefbl
and practical.
EPSTEIN,
Ralph C. (The) automobile
industry; its economic and commercial development. Chicago. Shaw.
1928. $4.00.
"The automobile industry: I t s economic and commercial development," by
Ralph C. Epstem, assistant professor of
Economics and Business Administration
at the University of Buffalo, is a fascinating book. The author tells how
thirty years ago a horseless carriage consisted of three or four bicycle wheels,
a light framework and a sputtering,
noisy little single-cylinder engine. From
the handful of such experimental "onelung" contrivances have come t h e 22,000,000 efficient motor cars and trucks
of today. The mushroom growth of the
automobile industry is well treated.
I t is one of the important facts in the
life of the present-day American. T h e
author analyzes the various problems
connected with the automobile financing,
producing and marketing. He gives you
the historic background relating t o the
earlier days of the industry. He tells
how distribution was first secured, how
initial capital was raised, how cars were
produced to meet the ever-increasing
demand and then brings out the current
trends and practices in automobile
marketing, producing and financing.
There are many graphs and charts in
the volume. They show clearly the
place occupied by the automobile today.
There is one graph that shows t h a t
there are more motor vehicles than
telephones in use in the United States.
In 1927 the nation-wide average was one
car to every six persons.
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The new-car market, the used-car
market and the near-future possibilities
of the export market are thoroughly discussed.
The automobile takes many Americans to the movies so as we are discussing titles in alphabetical order by
author i t is only a coincidence that we
discuss motion picture management
next.
FRANKLIN,
H. B. Motion ~ i c t u r theatre
e .. - .
management. New YO&. ~ o u b l e d a ~ .
1928. $5.00.
"Motion picture theatre management," by Harold B. Franklin, president
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., according t o Miss Marion Manley, Business Branch of the Newark Public
Library, is the first thing in that field
that is very adequate.
The book is divided into seven parts.
Part 1 is introductory, giving the object
of the book and telling about the various
types of motion picture theatres. P a r t
11, Management and organization, deals
with the various phases of these subjects.
Part 111, Plant and structure, explains
building construction, structure equipment and the fire apparatus and water
supply. Part IV, Personnel, has chapters
on the service and production staff.
One chapter o n Plant and housekeeping
gives the duties of the engineer and the
housekeeper, whose duties as outlined
reminds us very much of ourselves and
our duties. P a r t V, Finance, gives the
two methods used today of financing
the industry. Part VI, Auxiliary and
contributive elements, has among other
chapters one on advertising, on the
show window of the theatre, on color
and lighting, music, special floors, stage
presentations and refrigeration systems.
I t should be particularly useful for small
movie house operators. Part VII discusses the Paramount Theatre and
building at Times Square, New York
City, which was the idea of Adolph
Zukor, under whose leadership t h e
Paramount Famous Lasky Company
was developed and made a principal
factor in the fourth industry of our
country.
T h e book closes with a forecast of the
motion picture industry. The Vitaphone
suggests itself immediately. Then comes
the research work in color photography.
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Franklin himself thinks that t h e greatest
improvement in the industry will come
for the finer and larger structures devoted to the motion picture theatre of
tomorrow.
This book with its three hundred and
sixty-five papa full of information and
suggestions, v quite a contrast from the
popular Vachel Lindsay book, "Art of
t h e moving pictures," of eighteen years
ago or even the 1922 revision of t h a t
book.
W e must advertise and t h e average
business man, if there is such a person,
does not want a technical book on the
subject. He lets someone in his office
plan the technique for him.
GOODE,K. M., and POWEL,H. What
about advertising. New York. Harper. 1927. $3.50.
"In what about advertising," Kenneth
M. Goode and Harford Powel, Jr., have
written a popular book on advertisingthis rather new field which is said t o
employ 600,000 people. If you have
been looking for t h a t elusive figure, the
annual expenditure for advertising, you
will find it given here as $1,500,000.
T h e last qhapter in the book, Your
advertising dollar, contains good arguments on advertising and good suggestions about copy.
"Avoid complications of every kind.
Stick to one simple idea. Extend i t
always. Vary it slightly now and then,
b u t never change it. Shun all extra
expenditure for supplen~entaryadvertising schemes of all kinds except inexpensive logic, exact extensions of the same
idea you have already proved profitable.
Remember that if your basic idea is
good enough, your advertising will succeed without a dollar spent on anything
except the space to put i t in. If your idea
is unattractive or your copy wrong,
the most elaborate marketing and merchandising plans will only pile up the
possibilities of failure. B u t there is little
excuse for failure if you only use a bit
of imagination and a lot of ordinary
common sense."
"The quickest test of your advertising
idea is to try it on somebody. So get
started! Start testing with anybody,
a n d work promptly into more scientific
investigation. Battleships don't wait
t o fire broadsides t o get t h e range.
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They let loose one or two experimental
guns. And spot the hits. Get going
somehow, and increase or modify as
the checkups prove you are right. A
start this January is worth a dozen
perfect plans next une."
Now comes a group of four financial
books. This may seem a high percentage
to include in a short list, but financial
books seem t o be better books than
many of those published in the other
business sub-divisions. Public librarians
are continually asking us about them,
so we know that they are not only
needed, but wanted.
GRAYSON,Theodore J .
Investment
trusts: their origin, development and
operation. New York. Wiley. 1928.
$5.00.
Theodore J . Grayson, Associate Professor of Finance, A. P . s., Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania, is
the author of the latest book on "Investment trusts: their origin, development and operation ."
As there are one hui~dredand thirtyfive investment trusts in this country
now, one can see that considerable
interest has been aroused in them. Their
combined resources are nearly $600,000,000.00. Earlier in the year Attorney
General Ottinger of New York State
published a report on investment trusts,
which is a significant addition to the
literature already published on the subject. Mr. Grayson writes in a popular
style. Hc is a student and he has
thoroughly studied this whole matter of
investment trusts. He makes the distinction and gives i t clearly between
the trust as founded years ago in Great
Britain and the state capital trust or
banker's investment companies which
some people have incorrectly called
investment trusts.
We in Wisconsin have several investment trusts. T h e book contains seventeen chapters dealing with every possible
phase of this subject. Appendix A is
devoted to the British investment trust.
The various memoranda and forms
of, agreement follow appendix B, which
is devoted to the American investment
trust. If you are one of those who is
hesitating about investing your money
through an investment trust, read this
book. You will be convinced of the
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importance and reliability of a well
organized and managed investment
trust.
HUNGERFORD,
Edward. Story of public
utilities. New York. Putnam. 1928.
$2.50.
In his latest book, "The story of public
utilities," Edward Hungerford gives in
a simple way a picture of the origin,
development, general organization and
the practical workings of the utilities
which- have become so important a p r t
of our life. The idea was of using this
book for supplementary purposes in the
science classes in our public school
system.
The foreword was written by Mrs.
Henrv G. Danforth, President, Board of
HU ducat ion, ~ o c h e s t e r ,New York. Any
royalties accruing from the sale of the
book will be devoted t o the Children's
Memorial Scholarship Fund, Inc., which
was founded on the first anniversary of
the Armistice to perpetuate the memory
of Rochester heroes of the World War.
In this way students may continue in
school who otherwise could not do so
because of the financial cost involved.
The subject matter contains splendid
material. There are two chapters on the
development of the American railroad
and one on our railroads of today.
Then there is a chapter on the trolley
car and the trolrey car of today. Electricity, telegraph, telephone and such
municipal utilities as streets, bridges,
water, sewerage and parks are all discussed. T h e book is well illustrated.
Because it has been written as supplementary reading for certain courses in
school it should not deter business men
from reading the book, for there is
much in i t t h a t will supplement their
everyday knowledge.
KNIFFIN, William H. (The) savings
bank and its practical work. New
York. Bankers Publishing Company.
1927. $7.50.
If you have never used one of the three
editions of the "Savings bank and its
practical work," by William H. Kniffin,
vice-president of the Bank of Rockville
Centre Trust Company, New York, you
will want to use the fourth edition
which has just been published. As the
sub-title indicates, i t is a practical
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treatise on savings banking, covering
the history, management and methods
of operation of mutual savings banks
and adapted to savings departments in
banks of discount and trust companies.
In the preface the author states that
"in the vast aggregation of financial
literature that has appeared during the
past half century, the savings bank has
had but a minor part. The most pretentious works have been historical,
leaving the practical and legal side to
be covered by papers and addresses
and court decisions." H e says further
that twenty years ago he began to accumulate the information on the various
aspects of savings bank operations. The
first edition of the book appeared in
1913. At that time it was, as it is today,
the only book on practical savings
banks in the English language.
The book begins with the birth of
savings banks a n d tells the story most
entertainingly. Good material for bankers' talks is found in this book. The
subject matter is illustrated by reproductions of real forms. There are illustrations in the book showing every
kind of posting machine, cards used for
posting and Y. Cir E. steel ledger desks.
The chapter on dividends is particularly
good and contains reproductions of
dividend notices of a few New York
savings banks a s they appeared in 1910
in the newspapers and then there is a
page showing the new way of announcing
dividends.
T h e conclud~ng chapter
gives the*various steps in the operation
of a savmgs department. A splendid
index completes the volume.
Watch the Bankers Publishing Company for their financial lists. Order
direct to save time.

SBCRIST,
Horace.

Banking standards
under the Federal Reserve system:
A study of norms, trends and correlations of the assets, deposits, expenses and earnings of member banks.
Shaw. Chicago. 1928. $7.50.
Horace Secrist, Director of the Bureau of Business Research, Northwestern
University, has had a research study
made on banking standards. The result
is a 420-page volume called "Banking
standards under the Federal Reserve
System: A study of norms, trends and
correlations of the assets, deposits, ex-
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is really a
causes and consequei~c~s,"
forerunner of a new divis~onof econon~ics
which librarians would classify under
economic criticism.
H e writes in. a
popular way and uses examples which
are easily understood, for instance,
when talking about the consumer he
says t h a t they "can be easily persuaded
to h.ave a real desire for a Rclls-Royce,
but only a few can get beyond the
fantasy to the actuality."
In the chapter on the puzzle of American prosperity he emphasizes the development of national advertising, citing
the "Say it with Flowers" slogan as an
example. Then he discusses the advertising campaigns put on by the
Liggett Drug Company and the Piggly;
Wiggly.
Mr. Mazur says that the
"power of advertising appeal has been
applied in increasing measure to the
consumers of America for the past five
or sis years." He states t h a t installment
selling has added t o the cost of distribution.
M A Z U KPaul
,
M . Atnerican prosperity:
Another chapter of marked interest
its causes and consequences. New is the one entitled the era of consolidaYork. Viking Press. 1927. $2.50.
tion. The alqtlior opens this chapter
Now jumping back to our alp11al)etic with the sentence "'To merge or not to
arrangement again we come to Paul merge is the soliloquy of many a prince
M. Mazur. Let me say immediately of modern business.
Whether it is
t h a t the pronunciation of his name better to suffer the torments of comvaries. Milwaukee people of the same petition and the dangers of individual
name call it Mazur', while some others strength or lose one's individuality in
have been known to say Ma'zur. In- the benefits t o be derived from ~ ~ n i o n
stead of a foreword in his "American with other institutions is the table topic
prosperity:
its causes and conse- of business councils." He goes on to
quences," Paul M. Mazur of Lehman discuss the many consolidations that
Brothers, New York, writes an essential have taken place. This popularly writwork of exfilanation. In this explanation ten book will divert many a business
h e tells the bankers' relation t o business, man and set him t o thinking.
h e mentions that economic conditions SCOTT,Walter D. and HOWARD,Delton
a r e made by the business man and exT. Influencing men in business New
plains why he uses the word prosperity.
York. Ronald. 1928. $2.5?.
H e says that American prosperity in
Anyone who read the fiist edition of
t h e special sense-and from the point "Influencing men in business," a little
of view of business, correct sense-in
book by Walter Dill Scott, president of
which i t is used here is practically un- Northwestern University and Delton T.
questioned and requires no proving o,n Howard, associate professor of Psyhis part. He hopes that his book will chology and director of Personnel,
be but a beginning for another volume Northwestern University, does not need
on fundamental business economics that to be told about the value of this book,
will be. written some day by some other but for fear t h a t you have missed the
business leaders.
first or second editions we want to tell
Mr. Mazur is a pioneer. With Florence you ab:out this revised and enlarged
Bradley, librarian of the Metropolitan 'edition, which really is revised and enInsurance Company of New York, we larged. The enlarging and revising were
agree that "American prosperity: its done by Delton T. Howard.
pellses and earnings of member banks."
The book consists of five parts, containing seventeen chapters and two appendices. The subject matter is itnproved by the addition of two hundred
and eight tables and fifty-two charts,
the collection of which in itself was a
tremendous undertaking. Part one is
t h e introduction; part two is entitled
norms and trends in individual series
lor all member banks by districts; part
three, correlated series for all member
11anks by districts; part four, norms,
trends and correlations of series in the
Boston and in the New York districts
b y member banks and part five, general
summary and interpretation.
One of the chapters is on operating
expenses. The total expenses and the
individual espenses are considered. T h e
relation of total expenses t o earning
assets and the relation of total espenses
to gross earnings are thoroughly discussed.
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Perhaps there is no one in this country who better understands young business or professional men than Walter
Dill Scott. Studying them has been his
hobby for years. Seventeen years ago
he wrote "Influencing men in business."
The introductory chapter is a selendid
one and should be read by young business men and women as they are entering
their career. In the introductory chapter Mr. Scott tells how success in business is largely dependent upon one's
ability to influence men. He tells further
how some men seem to influence others
by appeals to reason, whde others use
suggestions, which is far more subtle.
Several types of suggestions are discussed. In one case the famous IagoOthello dialogue is quoted. The concluding chapter on making suggestions
effective is most suggestive.
We suggest that this book is a good
one to have on the desk of a personnel
director or anyone directly engaged in
employing young people. The book
makes stimulating readmg for young
people also interested in choosing their
vocation.

SMITH,
E. D. Psychology for executives.
New York. Harper. 1928. $3.50.
I am not going to review "Psychology
for esecutives," by E. D. Smith. Again
the alphabet was obliging and allowed
Smith to come last as some of us hope
he will do in the election. That's not
why lie or his book are neglected, but
rather for the reason that the Milwaukee
Public Library copy was out, the local
bookstores did not have the book and
the copy which we asked Ordway Tead
of Harper's to send has not arrived.
Perhaps i t is just as well, for I never
had a course in Psychology and do not
always agree with the ideas and attitude of some of the popular psychologists. Take the word of Ethel Cleland
and Marion Manley, the book is a good
one for you to buy.
If you have ever seen the attractive
letterheads printed in two colors which
the Business Branch of the Public
Library of Indianapolis use, you may
recall the design, a row of books. In
the center there is one which is open.
On one page it says wise men learn from
experience. On the other page ~t says
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exfierience of others. T h a t is what we do
in library work.
Of course, you are familiar with the
list of one hundred books for executives,
which the Business Branch of the
Newark Public Library prepared in
1924. In October, 1926, one-half a
hundred books, a list intended to serve
as a guide in reading for the beginner
in business was prepared and distributed. In July, 1928, the entire
space in the Monthly Note, which is
issued b y the Business Branch, was
devoted to a list of books on business
reading called a Handbook for Executives. All of these titles but two were
published before 1928. No doubt Miss
Manley wo~ilclsend you a copy.
See the July-August 1928 issue of the
Open Shelf, published by the Cleveland
Public Library. I t really is a business
number. After a short introductory
article entitled Eelping business with
books, a list of books appears on business
for junior or prospective executives.
Business in general, economics, business
psychology, business correspondence,
marketing, advertising and sale, credit,
accounting and statistical books, as well
as some on banking and finance, insurance securities and ethics, are all included. All these titles were printed
previous to 1928.
We began b y quoting Mr. Dana,
let's close with another quotation from
his prophecy: "Men were never so
generous, so honest, so agreeable, so
well worth acquaintance as they are
today. We need more Whitmans and
Ilenleys to sing the modern man.
'Knightly' was once a good word to
conjure with. Today the qualities it
once implied are but part of the native,
unnoted, moral furniture of the commonest of fellows. We point the yourig
too often to t h e kind who stooped to
simple courtesy, to the politician who
outwitted others for his country's good,
as if we thought such deeds peculiarly
notable. The hungry knight who took
his lance in hand and rode forth to fill
his stolnach and his purse was an excellent figure in years agone. Today a
figure far more worth the seeing, the
writing of, and the reading of, is that of
the gentlemanly young man who goes
forth, with his brains and a ten-dollar
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bill, t o seek a good bargain, and finds it."
Discover the Whitman or Henley for
business literature right In our own Wis-

consin, saying not "Good-bye Wisconsin" with Westcott, but "On Wisconsin"
with Purdy and Beck.

Books Relating t o Foreign Countries
Robert

THE

L. Smitley,

Dixie Bookshop, New York City

subject which you have selected
for me is "Books and Material
Relating to Foreign Countries which
should be Valuable for a Financial
Library ."
I t is of course only since the Great
War, when our position as a creditor
nation was established, that i t was found
necessary to equip financial libraries
with data of this nature. We are all,
a s yet, primarily in the childhood stage
of understanding in connection with
international finance and few of us have
t 4 e international viewpoint's neces'sary
for a proper understanding of fore~gn
economics. There is a vast difference
in methods and also in our lack of ability
t o translate economic and business
terms from other languages into English.
This last element has created ambiguities
which have led to many misunderstandings and much trouble. In the
study of foreign corporate affairs few
students realize that there are often
three reports produced by the corporation. One' for the information of the
directors, a second for government
purposes and the third for foreign
digestion. The official documents of
many of our South American and
European countries are biased and
inaccurate. The publications vary from
year to year and such a list as you will
find on page 76 of my 1925 Bibliography
was only accurate for the year i t was
issued. However, the large banking
libraries, such as represented by Miss
Hayes, keep more careful records of this
type of foreign data than we are called
upon for and she can far better cover
this phase of the subject.
Year books are transitory publications
for the most part. There will be a Mexican or Argentine year book one year
a n d the next will find the publishing
firm out of business. Some other enterprise has taken over the publication or
i t has ceased to exist. I t is therefore
necessary to stick to the ones which
-

-

-

-

-

-

have a certain antiquity behind them
t o be assured of their reliability. Such
year books are represented by:
The Statestnan's Year Book
The Official Intelligence or Stock Exchange
Year Book
Ann wire Desfosses
Annuaire Gcneral des Soci6tPs Francaises par
Actions
Annuaire des Valeurs Aclmisses h la Cote
Officiale de la Bourse de Paris
Annuaire des Valeurs Inscriles 6 la Cote clu
Syndicat des Banquiers
Anuario Official de Valores de la Rolsa tle
hladrid
Bankers Alnianac and Year Book
Financial Jaarbook for Holland
Van Oss' Effecten Boek
Handbook over Norske Obligationer of Alrtier
Le Recueil Financier
1,'Index Financier
Schweizcrisches Finanz Jahrbuch
Stockholm Fondbors
Saling's Borsen Papiere Yahrbuch
The Repertoire Ousset (for French prices)
The Ten Year Record Book (for English Prices)
The Report of the Corporation of Foreign
Bondholders
Association National des Porteurs Francaise
de Valeurs Mobilieres
Detenteurs dc Fonds Publics-Par Association
Pour la Defense des
issued by Anvers
Bourse
Moody's Foreign Government Manual
Winkler's Foreign Go~ernnient Securitiestaking the place of Kimbers former book.
The Compass-covering the Central European
and Balkan States
Neurnann's Kurs-T&ellen
der Berliner Fondsborse
Handbuch der beutschen Aktiengesellschaften
Deutches Kuxen-Jahrbuch (Mining Shares)

...

,The above list is not meant to be
complete but t o indicate only the more
important books dealing with foreign
organized markets and corporations
and the library wishing t o be provided
with only one book for each country
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could select for England either the
"Official Intelligence" or the "Stock
Exchange Year Book;" for France,
for example, one would choose either
the "Annuaire Desfosses" or the "Annuaire des Valeurs Admisses," etc.,
and for all other countries i t would be
necessary to use the accredited year
books such as "The Japan Year Book,"
"The China Year Book," "The Year
Book of Netherlands and Dutch East
Indies," etc. With the exception of
some of the very small countries, practically all countries have these year
books which, if used with care and a
certain amount of checking-up, will be
found fairly reliable.
T h e tremendous number of books
which have been published on foreign
economics during the past ten years
would give a huge elephant indigestion.
T h e difficulty is not in finding books
b u t the right ones. Since it is naturally
impossible to determine in 1927 which
of belles-lettres will be classical from
those published during the last five
years, it is likewise impossible to determine, other than a guess, what economic
works will be of sufficient permanent
use in the following decades. I t would
be wise, however, to include all of the
League of Nations publications which
apply to finance. I t would be eminently
wise to include all of the reports issued
b y the Department of Overseas Trade
of the Government of Great Britain.
I t will be a wise and ultra capable
librarian who will be able to determine
the relative values of the reams of
printed material issued by our own
Government Prinling Office. Far be
it for me to delve into this mass!
For a proper background, every well
organized library should contain a set
of the National Monetary Con~mission
Reports. This material is fundamental
for all research purposes and it is doubtful if it will ever be duplicated again.
The four volume set of the "History of
Banking of all Nations," published in
1898 by The Joz~rnal of Commerce, is
excellent financial background.
Statistical data for all nations-for
thc
past-may
he found in Mulhall and
Webb's "Dictionary of Statistics" and
certainly no library can afford t o neglect
the recent reprint of Tooke and Newmarch's "History of Prices." T h e Al-
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drich Report of 1893 on both Wholesale
and Retail Prices, while dealing primarily with the United States, is extremely valuable for comparative studies
abroad.
For the economic background of
England I believe Cassel's "Ilistory of
the British People," published in 1925,
is both interesting and valuable and to
some estent indispensable. For anyone
w i s h i ~ gto familiarize himself with early
history of British Finance, I would
suggest the "Paper Pound of 17971821," by Edwin Cannan. And for upto-date information the Economist, The
Stock Excltun.ge Gazette, The Statist and
the London Finunciab Times offer the
most reliable data.
For France I woulcl suggest "Sciences
des Finances" par Leroy Beaulieu,
published in Paris about 1879 and also
A. Vuehrer's "Histoire de la Dette
Publique en France," published in
1886. These two will cover the historical
background. For the modern informa
tion it is likely than Hon. Gecj'ge
Peel's "The Financial Crisis in France,"
(1925) and Mr. Harvey Fiske's "French
Public Finance," (Bankers Trust Cornpany), will be standard reference works
of the future. Combat's "Manual des
Operations de Bourse" and Manchez'
"La Bourse d e Paris a p r b la Guerre"
are extremely valuable documents of
this department of French financial
history. The publications which are
outstanding are Economiste Francais,
Economiste Ezuofiean and L'lttformation.
For the study of current French finances
I believe that CowzPtes Genera?~x de
IIAdministrntion des F.inances and Bzrlle& de Stalistiyue el de Legislatio?~
Cornparkc are indispensable.
The historical phases' of German
finance are fully covered in the various
volumes relating to that country in the
National Monetary Commission set.
But since Lhe German Currency question
will be a matter of study for many years
it would be wise to recommend one book
on this suhjeet. The book chosen would
be Schaeler's "Die Klassische Stabiliesierung von Valuten."
The current
pul~lications dealing with German finance and economics which may be
recommended to an ultra degree of
safety are TVirtschaft und Statistik and
d4ugazim der T/T4rtschaft. The valuable
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dailies are of course the Berliner BorsenCourier and Buchwalds Borsen-Berichte.
For Central Europe including Austria,
czecho-Slovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia the Compass has already been
but this could be supplemented by Der Oesterreickische Volkswirt,
Die Nezie Frei Presse and Die Prager
Presse.
Italian early finances can be interestingly learned through Plenabo's "Storia
della Finanza Italiana," published a t
Turin. Those who can read only English
will have to refer to such American
books as Conant's "Modern Banks of
Issue," Dr. WilliB1 new book "Foreign
Banking Systems" and the aforementioned National Monetary Commission item on Italy. The Annuarzo
Statistic0 Italiano and L'Annmirio Genwale d'Italia are necessary to a complete
background and for reports regarding
Italian corporations the annual publications of the Credito Italiano and the
Banco di Roma are essential.
Necessary
Netherlands
material
should be supplen~entedby the various
publications of the Central Bureau of
Statistics, also Jaarcijjers voor lcet Koninkrijk der Nederland. Von Oss has previously been mentioned and the current
data may be gleaned from the Haagsche
Post. Belgian material may be supplemented by the publications of the
Central Statistical Commission.
Supplemental to the previously mentioned data for the Scandinavian countries, interesting information is usually
found in the reports of the Scandznaviska
Kredztakliebolaget, the National Bank of
Denmark and the Bank of Norway.
In addition to the Anuario for Spain,
Ruehe's "Das Geldwesen Spaniens seit
dem Jahr, 1792," is especially valuable
for research purposes. This is a German
work published in Strasbourg.
The material for the Balkan States is,
as a rule, only partly reliable b u t the
most useful data can be obtained from
the reports of the National Bank for
Bulgaria, The Almanach published by
Argus for Rumania, the monthly reports
by the Bank of Athens for Greece and
the reports of the Ottoman Bank for
Turkey. Of course there is little of value
to be found a t present in connection with
the Soviet Government but indicia may
be discovered from the annual Soviet
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Year Book. There are numerous publications in Russia which may be used
such a s the publication with the immense name b u t colnmonly called Izvestiia, printed a t Gosizdat Rozhdestenka, 4 Moscow U. S. S. R., but unless
one is going into this subject in a very
specialized form, there is no use cluttering up the files and stacks with what is
a t the best a problematical aid.
Very little has been mentioned in
connection with Asia and the Orient in
general. This part of the world, the
African Colonies and States and Australasia do not need continuous attention as a rule. T h e finances of the aforementioned powers cover the vast majority of the world's operations and should
a desire or need arise for the building up
of informative data other than the
places already covered, a special list
would have t o be prepared. Japanese
corporate and public d a t a are usually
supplied by some of the banks such as
t h e Fujimoto E l l Brokers Bank OF
Osaka or the Namura Securities
Corporation. T h e Bank of Chosen and
other banks issue excellent handbooks
of the economic conditions of Manchuria and other little known regions
in the East. However, one could build
u p indefinitely along this line and there
is no good purpose in prolonging i t
in this over long rksum6.
Anlong other books in English and
other languages which would be chosen
b y me as possible permanents for foreign
information are the following:
Agricultural Co-operation and Rural Credit
in Europe-being a U. S. Government Investigation about 1913.
Porri (V.)-L'Evoluzione Economics Jtaliana
Nell-ultimo Cinquantennio-Romc 1926this is the economic history of United
Italy from 1870 to 1926 and stresses trade
and industry.
Schultheiss-La Suisse Economiqne et Sociale2 vols-Einsiedeln
1927 is a non nu mental
work on Switzerland covering economics,
law, etc.
Curtiss (George B.)-The Industrial Development of Nations - 3 vols 8vo - 1912 especially in relation ,to tariff matters in all
countries.
Cambridge History Series both Mediaeval and
Modern. (No better economic reference
books can be found than these whether one
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is studying t h e History of Assignats or the by experience and the great constructive
suggestion which I have to offer you all
Bullion Report of 1810 in England.)
Greenwood (W. J.)-American
and F o r e i g ~ ~ is to estend your co-operation in this
respect. I t would he advisable to apStock Exchange Practice, Stock and
point a special committee to supervise
Bond Trading and t h e Business Corporathe collation of foreign, economic nzatertion Laws of All Nations-1048 pp.-1921.
in1 in l~il~liograpliical
form. I appreciate
(This is not altogctlier reliable without
checking against rccent laws b u t it offers that the duties of the librarian are many
and burder~sonzc 11ut if they will cenn base of in for ma ti or^ no other work does
tralize this information in the hands of a
on t h i s subject.)
mnmittee, i t will not be necessary for
I t is apparent lhat this list COLIICI be endl and every m e to go to the esperise
of collation. Whn t a remarkable thing
continued until i t comprised a"tre-

mendous volume of 1)ibliograpliy. I t
is quite likely that those I~brarianswho
hear or read this, will have already
acquired everything mcntiouecl and a
multitude of other data. I could add
econon~ic data concerning Persia and
the history of banking in Hawaii. I t
would be hopeless to try to make any
definitive draft of what is ~ieeded in
foreign material. Yet this may he a
suggestion to some of those who have
not as yet developed the section of
tlieir library relating to foreign countries. In every case, wherever or whenever a special in\restigation is made,
the librarian will need all the cooperation possible. She will not simply
need "names" but she must be certain
of tlie reliability and autlzenticity of this
foreign data. This can only be cleciclecl

it would be if Lhc I*:conomist of the Bank
of Italy shoi~lddesire to ir~vesti~ate
Peru
Gal. 3. Special Libs. Grace Kavanagh
and could write to the Committee on
Foreign Economic Data of the Special
Libraries Association, receiving in reply
a list of the material current on t h a t
subject and where it could be found.
The management and cspense features
might he taken care of l ~ yfees from the
users. Even the largest and most complete of the financial 1il)raries would
find this serviceable. This is simply
tossed into the arena of your discussion
as an idea by which the association may
keep abreast of the times. I t will be
recognized t h a t The Investment Uankers Association in 1912 or 1925 did
not have any committee on Foreign
securities-they have now.

New Books of Special Interest t o the Life
Insurance Librarian
By Alice

M

F. Fitzgerald, Librarian, National

\I.' first mas plan to ask different
librarians to speak on books written by some officer or agent of their own
particular company, as ihey c o ~ ~ lriot
d
only cover tlic book ndecluately but also
give us an interesting sidelight on the
personality of the author. The time
necessary for correspondence, however,
was not a t illy command, and I also
was not sure what librarians were to
attend, so I will myself mention some of
the more recent books which seem to be
interesting our people up in Vcrnzont a t
this time, lioping those of you who can
speak especially of books put out by
your own men will add to what I nzay

Life Insurance

Co.,

Montpelier,

Vt.

say. 'The fact that I am mentioning
n 1zum11er of books published in 1027
which may not cnlne under the designation "new" may he c\plilirled by thc
~
suggestion t h a t we ui) in \ T e r ~ n o nare
sonietirnes supposed to be a year or so
behind the times.
Within the last few years several new
pllases of life insqrancc service have been
developed so rapidly that books have
had t o be written dealing especially
wit11 them.
Foremost among these
forms of service is the insurance trust.
"Living Trusts" by Gilbert T Stephenson, "lnsura~lce Trusts" by C. Alison
Scully, and "Creating and Conserving
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Estates1' by Robinson and Wood, came
out in 1926 and early 1927 and did much
to apprize the public of the importance
of conserving the proceeds of life insurance and .the valuable aid which life
con~paniesand trust companies in cooperation can render to that end.
Two books by Guy B. Horton of my
ow11 company, published in 1926 and
1927, dealt with the hitherto uncharted
field of deferred settlements of insurance
policies. The scope of the earlier one
published in 1926 is indicated by the
title, "Power of an Insured to Control
the Proceeds of His Policies." I t discusses a t considerable length the nature
of the relation between the policyholder,
beneficiary, and the insurance company,
with the conclusion that these settlements by instalments or otherwise
through agreement with the insurance
company are quasi-trusts. In addition,
considerable attention is given to the
length of time insurance proceeds can
be held as affected by the perpetuity
or remoteness rule, to restraints on
alienation and protection against creditors by non-commutation clauses or
spendthrift trust provisions, and limitations on accumulation. I t is a technical
discussion of a technical subject, and
its appeal is largely t o life insurance and
trust attorneys, for which class i t was
primarily prepared.
In the book published last fall, "Some
Legal Aspects of Life Insurance Trusts,"
Mr. Horton discusses the alternate
method of insurance settlements made
through trust companies. This book
differs from others on insurance trusts
in that only those legal problen~swhich
affect both classes of con~panies are
considered. These include the factors
which affect the selection of the proper
mode of making insurance payable to
trustees, the extent the trust instrument
controls the policies, and the necessity
that life companies know the terms of
the trust. While somewl-]at technical in
discussion, it will interest agents specializing in those trusts, as well a s attorneys.
I n the principal thesis of both these
books,-namely, the quasi-trust nature
of deferred settlements b y insurance
companies and the controlling nature of
the trust instrument when settlement is
carried out by a trust company-Mr.
Horton's conclusion was contrary t o the
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legal opinion then prevailing, but later
discussion tends to support his views.
Mr. James L. Madden's book, "MUls,
Trusts and Estates," which appeared in
t h e Appleton series entitled "Life Insurance:
Its Economic and Social
Relations," edited by Dr. S. S. Huebner,
is designed, as he says, to help policyholders gain a better understanding of
what may be accomplished through
careful and systematic planning for the
future disposition of life insurance
money. His aim is to set forth the
fundamental principles which emerge
from differing state laws and varying
practices of trust companies and insurance companies. The first chapters
deal with the better known and less
technical phases of life insurance as an
estate builder, but the main interest
centers in those sections which deal
with the importance of making all settlement details of a contract so technically
and legally correct that no questiot~s
will arise and no injustice be done in the
carrying out of the purchaser's wishes.
These chapters cover various methods
of optional settlements, the proper
designation of beneficiaries and the
right to change them, and the care
necessary in drafting provisions to avoid
a clash with the rule against perpetuities and the statutes limiting accumulations.
Insurance trusts, revocable and irrevocable, funded and
unfunded, are discussed, with their legal
aspects and uses, and. the concluding
chapters cover the taxation of estates
and the making of wills. I t is proving
of much interest and value to agents
and to many in the home offices.
The subject was also treated from an
underwriter's standpoint by Harry
McNamer in his "Monthly Income
Insurance," (Rough Notes Co., 1927):
Very careful and legally correct advice
is given the underwriter on the main
subjects of the life income contract, the
contract trust, testamentary and funded
trusts, definite incomes for shorter
periods, old age incomes, how to write
beneficiary clauses, etc. The plan of his
own insurance program illustrates many
of his points, and other practical help
is given in the form of actual memoranda
given to prospects and actual clauses
used.
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In 1928 there has appeared "The
Living Insurance Trust," by Mayo A.
Shattuck (Financial Publishing Co.),
written in an informal and readable
style, treating the legal aspects in a
sound though not eshaustive manner,
and intended to be valuable t o the
lawyer who wishes to advise his'client as
to the best possible care and disposition
of his estate, to the insurance adviser
who maps out insurance programs for
his prospects, to the trust officer who is
hecoming aware of the tremendous
growth in this branch of the banking
business, to the investment broker who
must recognize the place of investment
trusts among investments, and to the
layman who is interested in making
the most of his estate.
I have covered these insurance trust
books rather fully because our company
is especially interested in them.
Although business insurance has been
written for some time, its growth has
been so rapid in the last few years a s to
make it of special interest. Ralph Sanborn's book "Business Life Insurance,"
(F. S. Crofts & Co., 1927)) answered a
demand for information on the subject.
After a general discussion of the needs
for such insurance and the methods used
to cover them, these needs are classified,
and the information applying to each
need is given,-the amount of protection,
proper form of policy, premium payments, beneficiaries, assignments, agreements, trusts, cash values, taxation, etc.
Forrrisaof agreement, appropriate questionnaires, and a complete index add to
the service of the volume.
The diversification of service now rendered by the life insurance policy makes
it more than ever important t h a t the
life underwriter be trained and wellinformed along many lines. Aid in his
legal education is supplied in E. Paul
Huttinger's book "The Law of Salesmanship," one of the volumes in the
Appleton series mentioned before. I t
attempts t o familiarize the agent with
his legal responsibilities and powers
along the lines of his daily work, the
binding effect of his representations to
the insured, and his liability for fraud,
questionable practices, and mistakes.
Dr. S. S. Huebner's volume "The
Economics of Life Insurance," opened
the Appleton series with a strong ex-
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position of his favorite theme, life value.
I t presents life irlsurance from many
new angles and must furnish many
inspiring thoughts to help the work of
the agent.
"Education and Philanthropy," by
Dr. John A. Stevenson, is another recent
publication in the Appleton .;cries
After showing how present-day Insurance can be made to co\ler family, business, and personal old-age needs, the
author proceeds to de~not~strate
how it
can he used for those broader institutional needs which appeal to all publicspirited men and women. After touclling
briefly on the need of education, the
federal attitude toward it, and the
economic value of higher education to
the individual, he gives a full explanation of the methods and forms used by
some representative American lifc insurance companies to carry on this very
important service of underwriting opportunities for advanced training and education. He then proceeds to explain the
way life insurance may provide bequests
for all sorts of philanthropic enterprises
on behalf of individuals or of groups,
and finally suggests that in the future
new possibilities for its service will
develop a s there is public realization of
the real value of life insurance.
The other volunle in the series not
heretofore mentioned is "Taxation," by
Harry J. Loman, whose idea of "tracing
all the connections which life insurance
has to the subject of taxation," has been
abjy carried 0~11. Although amid the
ever-cl~angingtax laws no book on the
subject i5 long u p to date, all the different lines of life insurance taxes are here
combined in one work and furnish a
fine starting-point from whicl~to check
up the constant changes.
In Harper's Life Insurance Library
the ninth volume is "Making Sales
Contacts," by Ralph G. Engelsman.
While the writer does not believe life
insurance can b e sold by rule, lie does
strongly advocate a well-considered plan
both of establishing a contact and of
conducting the interview in each individual case. As for sources of contacts, he declares that "any human
activity will yield a point of contact
with some individual," but the inspiration to discover those contacts must be
gained through carelul study of human
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nature in general and of the prospect in would seem of value to the agent as
particular, diversified reading, trained well, is "I~lsurability: Prognosis and
observation, and community service Selection," by 13. W. Dingman, M. D.,
with its resultant wide acquaintance- published by T h e Spectator Company
ship.
Mr. Engelsrnan writes enthu- in 1927. The title page describes it as a
siastically and confidently, and his own treatise of various factors that permit a
record as a producer gives special weight forecast of health and longevity,
t o his ideas. As one of our agents has selection of risk for insurance, and appenciled against a suggestion of his, praisal of claim for indemnity. Parts I
"If a million-dollar producer advocates and I1 deal with selection methods,
mortality and disability tables, and the
it, it's worth a try, isn't it?"
personalities
of those concerned in the
A subject on which there has hitherto
been silence ancl a field in which there has selection of risks, Part I11 deals with the
been little investigation and accurate elements which affect insurability, with a
information is treated in "Agents Earn- wealth of references and figures to make
ings," by M. A. Linton, just published the statements authoritative, while Part
by the Provident Mutual Life Insurance IV covers impairments in general and
Company, of which Mr. Linton is Vice- in particular from A to 2. It reads and
President.
In i t are discussed the feels like a good book. As one announcerespective merits of the general agency ment of it said, "It's an insurance
and general manager systems, methods medical book that reads like a novel."
of financing, the relative incomes of
"The Claim Agent and His Work,"
soliciting and managing agents, com- by Smith R. Brittingham (Ronald
~nissions, collection fees, espense al- Press, 1917), is, a s its author says,
lowances, and terminal equities. Many "the by-product of twenty years' escarefully prepared tables are included perience in the investigation and settlewhich must give much food for thought ment of claims against railroads arising
to those engaged in*agency supervision out of accidental injuries and in the
and agency administration. As Tlze preparation and trial of suits incident
S$ectator says, "The book is one to be thereto." I t covers the two branches of
studied, not read." I t will undoubtedly the claim agent's work, investigation and
prove of value t o officers and agents adjustment; the salient principles of the
alike, Mr. Linton's writings always law of accident liability and the technique of their application. The chapter
being recognized a s authoritative.
A book along a different line but one on the monetary value of life will prove
which is interesting many in certain de- llelpfui for reference.
O m of the 1927 books of greatest
partments of home office work is "Suicide," by Ruth S. Cavan, (University of value is "The Insurance Con~missioner
Chicago Press, 1928). Although various in the United States," by Edwin W.
studies and statistical investigations Patterson, (Harvard University Press).
have been madc by Dr. Hoffman, Dr. I t differs from other books on insurance
Dubelin, and others, some of which are law and insurance science in that it does
made use of in this book, I understand not treat of the legal relations between
this is the most complete American insurer and insured as erlforcecl in civil
study of "suicide in its relation to social actions, nor does it attempt to describe
and personnel disorganization," the bulk the technique of the insurance business,
of t h e study consisting of "an analysis but deals with its regulation and superof individual cases of suicide, their vision. The book is highly commended
classification into types, and the estab- in all quarters for its true perspective
lishment of certain generalizations re- and accurate sense of values, and it is
garding them." There are many valuable proving of much interest to lawyers,
statistical tables and a very complete actuaries, and commissioners.
bibliography.
Though the subject
I understand there is a new book on
repels, the book is fascinating and un- Casualty Insurance by C. A. Culp and
doubtedly will be of value.
one entitled "Health and Wealth," by
A recent book of much interest to Dr. Dubelin of the Metropolitan. These
medical and claim departments, and it are not yet in our library, but I hope
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some other librarian may tell us about
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already overstepped the time allotted to

u

conscious, but knowing that I have

qualified than I am for the task.

Notes on Recent Scientific and
Technical Books
By E. H. McClelland,

0N E

Technology Librarian, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh

of the frequently exercised pre- wllole field systematically in detail as in
rogatives of a speaker is t o disregard a panorama, b u t rather with a group of
his subject. To-day, I have departed what may be termed "snapshots" of
only very slightly from the subject the recent literature.
given on your program, which speaks of
I ask you to bear in mind, also, t h a t
technical literature "ol the year." Now no two persons making t l ~ csalne trip
that we are knee-deep in 1928, it would independently woulcl come back with
be injudicious to confine m y notes to esactly the same collectioli o I snapshots.
the literature of 1927
The various branches of science ant1
Besides the calendar year, we have industry are not uniformly provided with
various other kinds of year-poss~bly a boolts. Despitc the importance of the
"Special Libraries year," as measured subjects tlicre is no adequate treatment
by the period betwccn conferencesof making f re-brick or making steel
I ~ uwe
t have no "scientific-and-technical- pipes and tubes. Prior to 1023, when
I have therefore Hodkin & Cousen publishecl tlie~r"Testliterature year."
modified my title to read "Notes on book of glass technology," and Anderson
Recent Scientific and Technical Books," his "Metallurgy of aluminum," thcre
and have not hesitated to mention, had I~eenno book on the latter subject
briefly, a n occasional title several years since the nineties, and no new and
old.
important book on glass, i n the English
Among the very recent books is one language, for niorc t l ~ a n15 years.
from the pen of Dr. E. E. Slosson cnIf m y purpose were merely to mention
titled "Snapshots of science.:'
Dr.
the
referencc tools which will Ilc most
Slosson's able work in the popularization of science is known to all of you and usccl ;ti scientific. and tcclinical work
I am not going to discrw this aclriiirahle during tlic coming year, m y list would
little book beyond the author's esplana- be made LIP very largely ol whar we
tion of the title. \\:it11 things which are know as serials or continuations, such
moving rapidly-such as science to-day as gcneral inclescs, abstract jnurnals,
-snapshots are the only kind ol pic- "un~on" or "co~iwlidated" catalogues,
turcs that can be taken s~~ccesslully;trade directories, and annual rcviews;
t
exccptionnl
1111t a good snapshot will stand cnlarge- lor a new boolc n i ~ ~ sIiave
ment, and may often be improved there- merit i f it is to be more L I G C ~ L I ~than
by, and thus the topics presented in "Mineral industry" 01- "Thomas' regis"Snapshots of science" are well worth ter," for esamplc.
There would be few large libraries
following up more fully.
To-day I have stolen D r . Slosson's to-day if our literature were still chiseled
idea. T o cover fully the recent develop- on stone tahlets, and library recruiting
ments in pure and applied science as would probahly be difficult escept for a
presented in books is not a brief and few of what should then be the highly
easy task. All that I have attempted remunerative positions, such as shelf
n interlibrary
is to give suggestions of important books curator, 01- c ~ ~ s t o d i a of
on various subjects-not
covering the loans.
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Everyone knows that our profession
owes its in~portanceto the invention of
printing and the development of that
invention, as evidenced by the tons of
printed matter coming from our presses
every d a y ; but not evesyone seems to
realize that, coincident with the modern
advance in typography, there has been
another advance, more rapid and certainly much more spectacular-the development of processes for reproduction of illustrations. To-clay, if the libt-arian is to be the interpreter of
literature to his community, he must be
able to interpset pictures as well as
text. Some of our printed pictures are
well adapted to copying for I-eproduction; others can be used with difficulty,
if a t all. Those of you who are in touch
with such work know how often an able
and Intelligent man submits for publication unsatisfactory copy for picturesperhaps blue-prints or a combination of
wash drawing and line drawing. A little
knowledge of the ways in which pictures
reach our printed pages is as essential
as to know what is meant by italic type
or lower-case letters. The subject will
be increasingly important with the
American Photo-engravers Association
rallying around the slogan "Your Story
in Pictures Leaves Nothing Untold, "
and the paper-maker telling us that
"The Paper is Part of the Picture" and
giving us undisputable ocular evidence
thereof.
A new publication entitled "Achievement in Photo-engraving and letterpress printing," published in 1927 by
t h e American Photo-engravers Association, Chicago, is a volume of about 870
pages (not consecutively numbered) ant1
welghing 11 pounds. It is a masterpiece
of printing and binding, embodying illustrations from 235 photo-engraving
establishments in t h e United States and
abroad. I t is designed to tell the story
of the photo-engraver and, in accordance with the slogan, it tells this story
mainly in pictures: The title "Achievement" is approprmte, for some of the
pictorial work is excellent beyond description in words. The text is brief
and not a t all a systematic treatment of
t h e methods of photo-engraving; it is
t o a considerable extent devoted to
paying tribute to the work of the photoengraver, and to the value of pictures in
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advertising. For a real treatment of all
the methods of photo-engraving ahd
allied processes, we must conti~?ueto
rely on Hacklernan's "Cornmerclal engraving and printing," (which remains
the most comprehensive treatise available), and on Groesbeck's "Process and
practice of photo-engrtving" (which
goes more fully than any other book
into the details of certain processes);
but, for a visible record of achievement
with brief indication of methods and
materials, the new book is invaluable.
Many of you have attempted patent
searches through the published subject
indexes to United States patents, and
have found that a satisfactory search is
impossible. Those of you who have ever
indexed material of any kind realize
what an undertaking it is to make an
in
indes
thoroughly
satisfactory
synonyms and cross-references; but none
of us can have anything but aclmiration
for a work which in the indesing of ahout
23,000 patents provides an indes of
some 700,000 items. This is what has
been done by E. C. Worden's "Chemical
patents indes" of which the fisst volume
containing 904 pages appeared in 1927.
Some of its features are indicated in the
following annotation written for the
Monthly Bulletin and the card-catalogues of the CalbnegieLibrary of Pittsburgh :
"An extremely valuable reference work, to
b e cornpletecl in five volumes, containing
approximately 700,000 entries. Lists 14,526
names of patentees and includes 22,882 separate
patents, with reissues during t h e len years cot!sidered. Covers patents l,l23,2l2-l,52l,S89,
corresponding t o volunics 210-329 of the
"Official gazette." Provides a detailed and intelligent index t o material which can not be
satisfactorily approached through existing
Patent office indexes, a n d , for t h e period covered, is t h e most iniportant aid available for
searching chcnlical patents."

This work embraces the entire field
of chemical technology, and allied subjects such a s metallurgy, mineralogy,
photography, pharmacy, and medicine.
The extent of the work is indicated by
the fact that the present large volume
includes only the name index and the
letters A-B of the subject index.
Worden's five volumes are sold for
$100. They will be worth much more
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than that to allyone who makes frequent
patent searches.
Ilnfortunately, considerat ion of literature in foreign languages can not be
attempted, b u t the value of this
literature should be noted.
Among the new titles, no list of important technical books should fail to
mention the "Handbuch der Physik,"
now being published in 24 volumes, and
covering the subject of theoretical and
esperimental
physics
so comprehensively, and i n some cases so eshaustively, that even if it does not supersede all other reference works in its
field, i t a t least surpasses them.
,German revisions are giving us new
volurnes in such stanclarcl works as
Abegg's "Handbuch" in the lield of
inorganic chemistry and Beilstein's
"Handbuch" in organic- che~nistry.
A large proportion of the I~ookso n my
list deals with c-lie~nistry--part1y because it is an inlportnul suhjert i n my
own work, but mainly hecause. the
literature itself is highly meritorious.
No other I~ranchof science or industry
has a literature at once so volu~ninous
and so well arranged for corisulta~ion.
Despite the comparative accessibdity
of the literature, chemistry is a1)out the
only field of science in which a definite,
lormal effort has been made to put the
worker in touch with his professional
literature and instruct him in I ~ Suse.
One of the first attempts was a pamphlet on "Chemical literature and its use,"
by Miss Marion E. Sparks, who has
given pioneer instruction in chemical
literature a t the University of Illinois.
Another was in Dr. E. E. Reid's "Introductio~lto organic research "-a book
dealing ably with a restricted field, but
which, in this highly specialized field,
found i t necessary to devote one-third
of its space to libraries and literature.
Both of the above have been superseded b y the new "Guide to the literature of chemistry," by Dr. E. J . Crane,
editor of Ckemicd abstmcls, a d Dr.
Austin M . Patterson, former editor of
C'heml:cul clbstmcls and compiler of the
very valuable "French-English dictionary for chemists" and "German-English
No better
dictionary for chemists."
equipped authors could have heen found,
and the book is a valuable manual of
instruction for the che~nistwho realizes
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that his work must be clone it1 the library as well a s in the laboratory.
I n attempting this survey in the
brief time available, I realize the c l a ~ ~ g e r
that much of my t h e w~llbe occupied
in mentioning tlie things which I have
been unable to consider for lack of time.
Considerable time might be spent
in discussing volumes recently added
to sets or series of established worth.
Among those. prominent in the field of
chemistry are vol~umesin the valuable
works b y Mellor and by Friend, both
dealing with inorganic chemistry. T h e
latest edition of Thorpe's "Dictionary
of applied chemistry" was completecl
last year by the publication of volume 7.
This final volun~eincludes an index of
more than 150 pages-a feature originating in this edition, and very helpful
despile the alphabetical arrangement of
the work.
Then we ha\-c (1927 a~irl 1028, respect lvely) the second arid third volumes
ol the "lnter~iational critical tables of
nunlerical data; physics, cheniistry and
technology," prepared under the auspices of the International Research
Council and the N a t i o d Acadeniy of
Sciences--a reference work which will
prove indispensable t o scientists. J t is
a comprehensive oollectioll of d a t a
compiled through the co-operation of
several hundred specialists from various
parts of tlie world. I1 attempts to indicate the most reliable values, thus
differing from most of the earlier tables,
which merely assemble several values
for the same constant. In addition to
the purely numerical values fhere are
descriptive and esplanatory art~cles,and
bibliogl-aphies.
I merely referred to the value of
serials, such as abstract journals, hut
did not rnention any specific titles.
One of the most important, of course, is
Chemical abstracts-the most extensive
abstracting enterprise in the world,
sometimes exceeding 5,000 closely
p r i ted
~ ~ pages annually. Its annual
indexes by authors, subjects, and chemical formulae go a long way to make the
literature accessible, but a laudable.
attempt to make it even more so has
given u s the second "Decennial index,"
now heing publishecl, the author index
for 191 7-1 926 having appeared in two
~ ~ o l u m e sThis
.
combination of abstracts
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and indeses affords a reference service
not equaled, not even attempted, in
any other field.
Another publication of serial character
is the Bullelin, of the hralional Researclz
Council. Among the numbers issued in
1927, No. 58 is of sufficient value to
insure its being kept close a t hand. I t is
a "Handbook of scientific and technical
societies of the United States and
Canada."
Twenty years ago the
Carnegie Institution of Washington published a list of the learned societies in
America, hut this was not kept up to
d a t e and such a l ~ s tquickly loses its
value. There have been other lists of
restricted scope, and in recent years the
general list appearing in Industrial arts
index has been most helpful, but we have
in America nothing giving such service
as the "Year-book of the scientific
and learned societies of Great Britain
and Ireland" now in its forty-fourth
annual issue. I t is to be hoped that the
National Research Council will issue
frequent revisions! and this will probably be done, as w ~ t hBulletin 60, listing
industrial and research laboratories,
which in 1927 appeared in a third
edition.
Though we must pass hastily by the
material published or sponsored by various manufacturing companies, it must
not be disregarded in the assembling of
technical libraries. This literature is of
enormous volume,. varying from mere
trade and advertis~ngmaterial to works
of high technical value. Of the latter
type I mention merely these two items
from a single page of our Monlhly
Bullefin for February, 1928 :
DIEI-II,,John C. Natural gas handbook.
Metric Metal Works [c1927].
A revision of the third edition of
"Handbook of natural gas," by H. P.
Westcott.
Dcals in detail with the production, transportation, measurelnent, and utilizatiorl of
natural gas. Based on engineering principles
b u t writtcn so that it can be understood by the
practical m a n in t h e field. T h e illost usefd
book now available o n t h e natural gas industry.

IJnited States Steel CorporationChemists' committee.
Methods of the chemists of the
United States Steel Corporation for the
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sampling and analysis o l gases. Ed. 3.
Pittsburgh, ('arnegie Steel Co. [c1927.]
New e d ~ t i o ndeals fully with apparatus and
methods, but is much more than a manual of
methods and therefore has an appeal xider
t l ~ a nt o the chemical laboratory. I t presents
much original informaLion on sampling, analysis, measuremcnt, a n d combustion of gases
a n d is thus of value t o cotnbustiotl engineers
and others interestccl in fuel economy.

This "Chemists comn~ittee"~
of the
Corporation was appointed 111 1907
under the chairmanship ol J . M. Camp,
a t that time one of the leading steelworks chemists of the Pittsburgh region.
LJncIer his guidance, the "Chemists
committee" standardized methods, and
did much to bring the laboratory to its
present degree of efficienc)r; largely
through the merit of its publications.
Of these publications, the one mentioned
above was the last to be issued under the
supcrvision of Mr. Camp, who died in
October, 1927.
Incidentally, Mr. Camp was in charge
of the Bureau of Technical Instruction of
the Carnegie Steel Company, and, in
this capacity, hc and an assistant, Mr.
C. B. Francis, have given us the best
treatise on American practice in steel
making ("Making, shaping and treating
of steel," which in 1925 appeared in a
fourth edition).
Almost esactly a century ago (in
January, l828), Thomas Tredgold defined civil engineering as "the art of
directing the great sources of powcr in
Nature for the use and convenience of
man." Despite numerous attempts, no
one has appreciably improved upon this
definition.
Two of the books of last year are concerned with the direction and control
of the waters of the earth-for potable,
domestic, and industrial purposes in
edition 3 of the "Waterworks handbook," by A. D. Flinn and others; arid for
production of electric light and power in
the "Hydro-electric handbook," by W.
P. Creager and others, whioh sets forth
principles and accepted modern practice,
and is of value to both the civil and the
electrical engineer.
Latterly the civil engineer has been
giving considerable attention to better
highway construction, which is a problem in many parts of the country.
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Some communities are threatened with i r i y . . for the s p e c ~ a l i s t .And it is the
continued high tases, swollen hy interest bcst of its k~ncl." (h.lechnrrica1 cr~gznccririg,Oct.,
on road I~onds,largely because with the 1927, p. 1156.)
modern, high-powered, heavily loaded
Two revisions in the literature of
motor-trucks, the highways are not mining engineering are a t least worth
strong enough t o accommodate them, mentioning. T h e "Mining engineers'
and local authority is not strong enough handbook," edited by Robert Peele,
to banish them.
in the second edition shows extensive
In the new highway literature, in- revision and a n increase of about 150
creased specialization is apparent. Ed- pages. Considering the material they
ward E. Bauer has just issued a book actually contain, these engineering pockentitled "Highway materials," devoted et-books or handbooks are rather unto the somewhat restricted fielcl of pro- impsessive ~n appearance and their
duction, specificatinns, sampling and extent and importance are not always
testing of such materials. This is the recognized. If printed with the large
second book issued by the same publisher type, wide margins, and heavy paper
within three yeass (Barton Sr Dome's characteristic of many of the so-called
"Sampling and testing of highway "cyclopedias" 01 engineering and other
materials," appeared in 1925) so the technical subjects, Peele's "handbook"
subject is a live one.
would fill ten or twelve of the fat quarto
These are among the test-books. volumes which give thcse cyclopedias
T h e best reference work, thc "Handbook their inlposing appearance on our
for higl~wayengineers," by W. G. Harger shelves.
and E. A. Bonney, has appeared in a
The "Coal miners' pocketbook" has
fourth edition with considerable re- just appeared in a twelfth edition, envision.
larged by about 100 pages. Originally
I n the field of mechanical engineering concerned with mining in general it has
an outstanding work is Stodola's "Steam in later editions been restricted lo coal.
and gas turbines," translated from tlie Edition 12 was editecl by E. N . %ern,
sixth German edition. I t is a master- one or Pittsb~krgh'sable mining engineers
piece, representing a large part of a life- who died recently, leaving the revision
time of work and study. Twenty-five of t h ~ spocket-hook as his final work.
years ago the hest book on steam- In its inclusion of new material, the
turbines was Stodola. To-day i t is revision gives evidence of careful and
Stodola. This does' not often happen, judicious work, and the history of the
especially in a field of such prominence book should be a n inspiratton, for,
and interest. Other books have ap- during the last seven years of his life,
peared b u t the revisions of Stodola have Mr. Zern was confined to bed, soffering
remained in advance and the 1927 from paralysis, but with no thought of
edition is farther ahead than ever. giving up his work,
So great an authority as Lionel S.
Under one of the sul~divisions of
Marks says of it:
mining engineering we have Arthur F.
"Is not only t h e outstanding work in its Taggart's "Handbook of ore dressing,"
fielcl, b u t is probably also t h e most c o ~ n p l e t c published in 1927, and lhe most important treatise of recent date. I t is a
a n d authoritative wolk in a n y branch of
engineering. T h e whole work is characterized volumino~iswork, primarily for referb y t h e conlpleteness of its discussion of t h e ence but also adapted t o test-book use
theoretical, experimental, a n d constructive through printing the more important
aspects of t h e subject. T h e tlieory i s often parts in larger type.
There are so many specialized
carriecl f u r t h e r t h a n is a t prescnt profitable
for t h e constructor, but is illvaluable a s an nit1 branches of engineering that it is difficult
t o the- investigator; c u p e r ~ n i e ~ ~ tresults
al
a r c to keep track or them, or tn see where
collected from all sources and are carefully some of the groups ol self-styled enanalyzed; t h c constructive features give a gineers have any thing in common with
thorough picture of the s t a t c of tlie a r t . . . engineering. Others of the groups and
Is not a tcxtbook for t h e average s t u d e n t , b u t organizations are likely to justify their
is a n invaluable refcrence book for him. I t is existence and accomplisl~ useful work.
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I t is not so many years ago that chemical
engineering was a new profession, but
it speedily established itself and obtained recognition.
Incidentally, it
may be said t h a t chemical engineering
demands a more diversified knowledge
t h a n is required in many of the older
branches of the profession; but until
recent years little of the professional
literature of chemical engineering found
its way into books.
During 1927, "Principles of chemical
engineering," 1,y William H. Walker,
W. K. Lewis and W. H. McAdams, appeared in a second edition, with considerable revision and an increase in
size. I t is b y far t h e best work in its
field, defining the work of the chemical
engineer ancl standardizing his professional activities. I t contains information of more than usual merit, and is
valuable for the presentation of fundamental principles and their ingemous
application lo scientific and commercial
problems.
Professor D. B. lieyes,
Professor of Industrial Chemistry a t the
University of Illinois, says:

valuable In themselves, but of special
and therefore limited appeal. Only a
very few can be mentioned.
"History of the explosives industry in
America," by A. P. Van Gelder and
Hugo Schlatter, is a useful book in a
special field. Books which purport to
deal with American industry are so
often confined to the United States
t h a t we customarily expect that limitation, but the present work includes,
briefly, activities in other countries.
I n writing history, accuracy is much
more difficult of achievement than in
most other fields, where statements are
more easily verified. I t is thus helpful
t o have trustworthy assurance of the
dependability of this book. In an introduction, Dr. Charles E. Munroe, the
most eminent American authority on
explosives, says of i t :

During 1927 the "United States
census of agriculture of 1925" appeared
in three volumes, covering respectively
t h e northern, t h e southern, and the
western states.
I t includes detailed
statistics b y states and counties.
T h e United States Department of
Agriculture has issued an "Extension
service handbook on agriculture and
home economics," which is a reference
volume made up partly of statistics and
concerned with act~vitlesof the Department',' and to some extent with cultural
a n d general methods in agriculture.
Both of t h e above will supplement the
service of t h e departmental "Yearbook."
This list might be estended indefinitely by the inclusion of books

m a y in one way be considered as a
"brieftt treatment, for the enormous
amount of information presented is for
the most part in estremely concise form,
provided with copious references to
other literature. Being for the specialist,
i t is not easy reading, but many chemists
should be interested in a t least the final
section which deals with applications,
a n d anyone who contemplates writing
a scientific or technical book can profitably read the preface wherein the author
sets forth an admirable specification for
a book of this kind.
Another publication of 1928 in a
specialized field is "A comprthensive
survey of starch chemistry," v. 1, compiled and edited by Robert P. Walton.
T h e first part, a series of papers on starch

" N o effort through which to secure accuracy
seems left untried. Thc result is most gratifying.
T h e authors have written w ~ t hsuch frankness
a n d cnthuslasm, ancl with such evident knowledge of their s u l ~ j e c t t, h a t t h e narrative arouses
t h e interest of t h e reader and continues through" I t is t h c reviewer's opinion t h a t this book o u t t o hold his attention. T h e result is a book
lins d o n e more t o raise t h e standard of clic~nical of permanent value a n d abiding interest."
engineering cclucation in o u r universitlcs than
"The properties of silica," by Robert
a n y other faclur in all t i m c T h e real, i ~ n - B. Sosman, is the book for the chemist
~ n e c l ~ a value
tc
of this hook, howevcr, is not in who wants all the theoretical informatraining f u t u r e chemical engineers, hut in tion a t present available on silica. The
e d u c a t i n g prominent chemical engmeers of to- author, who is with the Geophysical
d a y whose lack of appreciation of the funda- Laboratory in Washington, has produced
mentals of chemical engineering has cost our a valuable treatise on a subject hitherto
industries v a s t s u m s of n~oney." (Industrial represented by a very scanty literature.
and engineering cltemistry, Jan. 1928, p. 103.) Despite its eight hundred pages the book
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and its applications, is supplemented by
a 360-page bibliography. This bibliography, compiled by the New York
Public Library is in classified form.
Probably many of you are familiar with
it; it deals exhaustively with the
literature for the period 1811-1925.
Without venturing far into the field
of medicine, it may be worth while to
mention two recent books-a
big one
and a little one-along the border line,
in bacteriology. The big book is "The
newer knowledge of bacteriology and
imn~unology,"edited by E. 0 . Jordan
and I. S. Falk. I t is a volume of about
1,200 pages made up of sections by 82
authors, each dealing with a highly
specialized topic.
The little book is a "Dictionary of
bacteriological equivalents" in French,
German, Italian, Spanish, and English,
by William Partridge. Though brief,
and not overly critical in regard to content, it is of interest for the convenient
assembling of terms in various languages.
A book need not be large to be important. I n the older reference literature
we have evidence of this in such works as
Carl Hering's "Conversion tables," and
Hugh P. Tiemann's "Iron and steel."
Among the recent books there are
several of small size, not intended for
reference use, but valuable because the
subjects with which they deal were
hitherto covered inadequately, if a t all,
in book form.
We still have with us occasiolially
the young man who, without formal
study of the subject, and without the
requisite background of ~natliernatics,
wants to be a civil engineer. His best
chance is to get into work which will
bring him into contact with civil engineers, where by study and observation
he may advance. A former approach,
now perhaps a little less feasible, was
through surveying.
Another approach is through building
and contracting, and in this field the
last few years have brought forth some
very helpful little books. "Standard
construction methods," by G. Underwood, covers methods of building construction in great detail. The matter is
simply and clearly presented but practical and accurate. During the past few
years we have had several little books
by C. F. Dingman, dealing mainly with
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management, estimating, and business
methods in construction work. These
ably supplement the practical field
methocls presented in Underwood.
Another somewhat earlier book in a
slightly different field, and unique
Dencer's
.
"Detailing
Chcrein, is .I: I\:
and fabricating structural steel." (McC;rnw, 1921.)
J. D. Edwarcls'~"Aluminum bronze
powder and alu~ninum paint" is the
only work in its specinl field, and Henry
S. liawclon's "Protective metallic coatings" is useful in spite of its lmvity
because there is no recent l)ook, and has
never been any satisfactory Book, on
galvanizing and tinning and other important subjects which it treats.
Both my list and my comments, I
fear, have been too brief and sketchy to
be very valuable; but only sketches or
"snapshots" can be attempted because
the volume of literaturc is so great. For
esample, i n the Carnegie I h a r y oi
Pittsburgh we conip~lca n "Annual review of iron and steel literature." This
list, for 1927, included more than one
hundred separately published books and
pamphlets on this single subject.
Valuable as some of it is, the new
literature would form a very madequate
library collection, constituting only scattered fragments in the whole crosssection of our working material. I t is
only by blending the new with the old,
evaluating it,,working it into the esisting collection, and observing the instances in which it s~ipplements,and the
modest nurnber ol cases in which it
supersedes the old, illat we shall get the
proper service from the new literature.

Visitor from Russia
Madame Anna Kravtchenko, who has c o m e
from Russia t o make a study of the California
County Free Library system and how it might
be adapted t o Russia's present librnty needs,
visiterl some of t h e Sari Francisco business libraries during t h e past month. She is especially
interested in t h e interchanging a n d interloaning of material among libraries and library
branches a s worked out in this country. In
relation t o business libraries, she was interested
in t h e exchange of busmess information a n d
material, t h e indexing and abstractmg of business literature, a n d use of libraries by business
firms.
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Aims and Policies of Special Libraries
Association
HE best justificatior~for the existence of a national
association is to be found in the results accomplished.
These results usually come from the application of the
aims and principles of the association. I t is well occasionally to review these aims and principles in order
to be sure we are doing our share in their fulfillment.
Let us consider what they are:
T o help special librarians to do their work better; to
provide contacts, with each other to meet needs and for
the interchange of experiences; to furnish a forum for the
debate of problems arising in their work; to maintain a
journal to keep them, and other interested, in touch
with the activities and developments, needs and news
in the special library field; to act a9 an authoritative body
t o present and protect their interests ip all library work;
t o undertake large co-operative measules with other
organizations; to help them get positions or better ones.
T o act as a unifying and correlating factor; to establish identities; to help to make them more useful to their
owners and users.
T o encourage the formation of libraries; to make
available information showing the benefits and advantages of special libraries; to provide a clearing house
of information for the quick and easy exchange of ideas;
to maintain a source of information on starting, equipping
and maintaining special libraries; to act as a clearing
house on special library employment.
T o disseminate information as to the location and
resources of special libraries; to interest the public in
special library work.
T o co-operate wherever possible in all matters affecting
special library work; to establish points of contact and
mutual interests; to provide an authoritative source of
information on all special library wbjects.
In a broad way, the aims and principles of the Special
Libraries Association are to promote in every possible
way the interests and activities of special librarianism.
FRANCIS
E. CADY,President.
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These are busy days a t the General Office. Completing
the routine of the year and issuing the annual bills has
provided plenty of work. The Editor, on account of his
legislative businese, has been obliged to drop his work on
the magazine, forcing this duty upon the Executive
Secretary. We offer apologies for the long delay in preparing the December issue, largely due to the causes
mentioned. The headquarters of the General Office is
maintained with a minimum of office assistance and if the
Association is to function properly an augmented force
will soon be necessary.
T h e Editor again appeals to each member of the
Association to send promptly the various publications
which may be issued from time to time by the rtlenlber
or by the library with which he is connected. Items of
interest which appear several months after the event lose
their freshness, and on our part we will t r y to make early
comment concerning items sent t o us.
In our news columns we report several activities of the
Groups which would indicate t h a t they are functioning
most actively. I n another column we report the new
undertaking of "The Water Transportation Sub-cornmittee," a section of the Transportation Committee of
the Commercial-Technical Group. In our next issue we
will present in some detail the plans of the Sub-Coinmittee, which, under the leadership of M r . M. E. Pellett,
is undertaking a n exhaustive Bibliography of Water
Transportation.
T h e Special Libraries Association,
through its local Chapters and its varioris Groups, is
making rapid progress, and i t is the d u t y of the officers
of the National Association to stimulate and guide the
various Chapters and Group undertakings so that they
will blend into a harmonious network. The Editor
urges upon the leaders of these various activities that
they send progress reports to the General Office with
recommendations regarding news items desired for printing in Sflecial Libraries.
W e are planning a Classification Number for the
February issue. Suggestions regarding this Number
should be sent t o Miss Rebecca B. Rankin, Associate
Editor, Municipal Reference Library, Municipal Building, New York City, or Miss Louise Keller, Chairman of
the Classification Committee, Independence Bureau,
137 South Fifth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Due to carelessness on the part of the Executive
Secretary, the letterhead of the Association was printed
with Miss Vormelker's title as librarian of the Cleveland
Public Library. T h e Executive Secretary regrets the
incident, which naturally caused embarrassment to Miss
Vormelker.
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Associations
were mernbers of tlie Cleveland Public Library
staff
Miss Annie P. Dingman, Director of
Adult Education, opened the program with a
history of tlie adult eclucntion movement, its
relation to libraries, and to the Clevelantl
Public Library in particular
Miss L. H.
sander sot^, Readers' Advisor, emphasized the
personal element in the ont tact wit11 the inBoston
dividual seeking :L course of reading, The
Special Libraries Association of Boston held work of the Stations Depdrtment with factory
its regular niontlily niecting on Mor~day emplopecs ant1 workhouse prisoners was outevening, December 17th, in Boston Public lined by Miss Edythe Prouty, Supervisor of the
Library, Staff Assembly Hall.
department.
T h e subjects discussed during the meeting
The second meeting was a joint meeting with
werethe Library Club of Cleveland and vicinity at
"Dictionaries of Modern Languages."
the Women's City Club on Noveniber 12. Dr.
"The International Auxiliary LanguageWilliam Warner Bishop, Librarian of the
Esperanto."
{Jniversity of Michigan, spoke of his recent
Introductory remarks were made by Mr. experiences in helping to ~nodernize the
Frank 1-1. Chase, reference librarian of thc Vatican Library. As Chairmm of the A. L. A.
Boston Public Library, followed by Prof. Committee on International Relations, Dr.
James Geddes, Department of Komance
Bishop was inv~tedt o Rome to ninke a study
Languages of Boston University, and speakers of the L~braryand t o offer suggestions for refrom the floor. A number of dictionaries were classifying and recataloging it along modern
exhibited.
lines.
T h e Esperanto speakers included Prof.
Informal luncheon mcetings are held weekly
John R. P. French, Headnlaster, Derby
at Sonnhalter's Restaurant. Me~nbersare in
Academy, Hingham; Prof. Louis C. Lanibert,
this way bccoming better acquainled with each
Department Modern Languages, Boston 1Jnivother and with each other's work.
ersity, C. B. A. There followed brief demonstrations, with interpretations, by Messrs.
Philadelphia
Edward S. Payson, Constantin Peciparoff
On Deccniber 7, 1928, Special Libraries
(Bulgaria), George W. Lec, Ernest F. Dow,
Council held a profitable meeting at the
a n d Miss Meriam.
There were numerous exhibits of Esperanto Lippincott Library of the Wharton School of
literature and rccommendations mncle for a Fmance and Economics. Miss Dorothy Remis,
librarian there, told us about the orgariiaatior~
"Five Foot Shelf."
This proved to be one of the most interesting of this departmental library of the llrtiversity
meetings the S. 1.. A. R has had this season. of Pennsylvania. We wcre given full opporT h e attendance was espec~allygood despite a tunity to see the library In action and t o ask
stormy night, proving that the ambitious will questions on library problems. The meeting
seek enlightenment at whatever cost to per- was well attended and most of us stayed around
to take in all we could. From statistics, Miss
sonal comfort.
Bemis showed that a remarkable yolnme of
Prior t o the nleetmg supper was served at
t h e Frascati, Technology Chambers, wtli an work was being accomplisl~ed.
exceptionaIly fine representation present.
Pittaburgh

Adult education; Esperanto; Dictionaries;
Finance and Economics; Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, wcre >mong tlie subjects discussecl
a t the ~r~eetings
of the local association. We
have also added to this department the San
Francisco Report for 1927-1928, which has
come to us from the Pacific Coast.

Cleveland
A program on Adult Education, preceded
b y a dinner, attracted twenty-three librarians
t o the first meeting of the season of the Cleveland Chapter of Special Libraries Association.
T h e meetlng was held a t Sonnhalter's Rcstaurant on November 2, with Miss Minnie Taylor
presiding. T h e three speakers of the evening

Mr. Edwin George was the speaker at a
luncheon of tlie Pittsburgh Special Libraries
Association, held in the Chatnber of Commerce
Building on December 1, 1928.
Mr. George is in chargc of the Philadelphia
ofice of the United States Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, and spoke most
interestingly of the work of the Bureau.
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Rebinding of 1ihrary.books and binding of
periodicals werc explained t o tlie members of
t h e Cleveland Chapter who were present a t t h e
December meeting, held a t t h e National
Library Bindery Company. Mr. 13012 a n d Miss
Stiles of t h e C o m p a n y acted a s host and hostess
during t h e supper, which was served in t h e
attractive a n d spacious Bindery quarters, a n d
then a s guides in explaining tlic binding operations.
At t h e I~usiness meeting heltl later in t h c
evening, a charter was adoptccl for t h e Clcvcland Chapter. T h e Committee on a IJnion List
of Periodicals ~iiacletentative suggestions regarding the scope of tlic work, b u t expect t o
report more definitely a t an early ~neeting.
Illinois
The second meeting of the 1928-29 season of
tlie Illinois Cliapter was heltl on t h e evening
of November 21, in t h e lecture hall of t h e
Union Central Life Insurance Company, in t h e
Bankers Building, Chicago.
Miss Pyrrlia B. Shetfieltl, Librarian of t h e
Insurance 1,ihrary of Chicago, gave a t a l k
Miss
with t h e titlc Service Alwnys Sells.
Shcftielrl's atldrcss n ill appear ill i i later issue of

Sperial Librtzries.
San Francisco

'Thc following ofhcers for 1929 were elccted
a t tlic Decetiiher mccting of the San Francisco
Spccial Libraries Association:
President-MISS h'lnlcr;~1<1:r~ T C I I S, t a n d ard Oil Co. Library. Vice-Prcsidenl-MR. 1,. N.
RICE,Pcirce, Fair & Co. Secrelnry-TreaszuerMRS. A. M . CAYA,California Development Association. Member of Execzclzvc ContmilleeMRS.M. E.HANSON,Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Boston Catalogers
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Newspaper Group Meeting
As part of the Newspaper 1,il)rary Group's
program for holding sectional meetings supplementary t o t h e annual meeting, seventeen
newspaper librarians, one photographer, a
representative of Editor atrd Pziblishcr a n d a
staff member of t h e NEW Yolk Daily N e w s
met in New York, November 19tl1, for dinner
a n d a discussion of library problems. T h e
s p e a k e ~ s included Miss hlaric E. Walker of
t h e New 17nrk Tittics arid Mr. R. T. Pusch of
tlie Amerirniz Weekly Magazine.
Miss Walkcr tlisc~~ssctl
in detail the task of
,111swcring letlcrs t h d t rrcluest i ~ ~ f o ~ m a t l o n
It wafi suggcstctl t h a t tlic time required t o d o
this work, wl~ichis co~~sitlcrablc,
can be lessened by having fort11 letters printed, to be fillcd
in by t h e libralian with the required information. This is t h e plan followed by the Tinzes
a n d the A7ew York Hcrald-Trrbune.
Mr. Pusch explained h ~ splan for thc coniHis
plcte indexing of a magdzine story.
niethotl is not only t o filc the story but to m a k e
a c ~ o s s rcfcrcnce card for each irnportant
point, putting upon t h a t card enough of t h e
text to give llicb 111enl1i11gof ~ I I C refcrcncc.
S o ~ l ~ r t i ~ nacs s tli:iny ;IS fiflccn cards dre requ~rerlt o irdex R pagc story.
'I'h coi~ferrncc rliscussetl refe~encr hooks.
agreeing th:it a Ix~okw ~ l l i o u an
l index IS of l ~ t t l o
value on tlie shclves. A plan of kceping up t h e
r c f c ~ e ~ ~list
c c w i l h o ~ ~increasing
t
thc space
alloltc(l to ~ c f e r e n c eworks was set forth in tlie
suggestion Lhdt the librarian in I~uyinga new
referencc volunle shoulcl pay particular a t tention t o i t s availability in taking tlie place of
a book then on the shelves.
13ecciuse of t h e success of the meeting, t h e
N c w York librarians will probably hold meetings quarterly.

Boslon G r o u p of Catdogers and Classifiers
held its Fall meeting on Thursday, N o v e ~ n b e r
15, 1928 a t t h e Vendome. A dinncr a t 6.00
was followed b y a meeting a t 7.30. RecatalogBusiness Section
ing a n d reclassifying b y t h e L. C , system was
As wc g o t o press, word comes t h a t tlie
presented b y h'lr. George Winthrop Lee, Librarian of Stone & W e l ~ s t c r ,Tnc. Catalog prob- A~nericanLihrary Association a t the ~nitlwinter
ICIIIS tliscusse(l a t tlic I'ortla~~ilconfercncc 111ceti11gof t h c C o ~ ~ l i c ialt Chicago fortlied a
werc reportctl Ily hliss 1.ou1sc M. Taylor, I l a r - Uusiucss Section. F i ~ s t i~~troducetla t t h e
yard Collegc 1,ihrary. 'I'llc A. I.. A. '11 Wcsl Scattlr (.'otiferc~~ceit1 1925, the matter has
l3ade11was c l c s c r i l ~ ~Ily
d M ~ s bJune I<. I h n ~ ~ e l l y , IICCII uncler discussio~l for several years. T h e
I>irector, School of I i h a r y Scie~lce,S i m t ~ i o n s A I,. A. Council in Ueccmber 1927 tabled t h e
College. M r . 15tlgx J. 12icl1, Trustee of Win- resolution, b u t again revwed at West Badcn
chester I'ublic I i b r a r y , was tllc linal speaker, in t h e following June, it was marle a special ordiscussing t h e a c c o m p l i s l ~ ~ ~of
~ eMussolini.
~~tb
der lor tlie December ~nceting.
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Events and Publications
Rebecca

B. Rankin, Department Editor

T h e Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company Library is responsible for the publication,
Tlrc Library Leaf. In the September number is
presented their "Reading Plan for This Season,"
which surely encourages reading.
*

I

*

T h e monlhl y h'ole presenting special services,
publishecl by the Newark Public Library, is a
useful little sheet.

*

*

+

The (1. S. Depa~tment of Commerce has
published an Atlas of TVholesale Grocary
Territorres. The trading areas of 183 important
centers of wholesale distribution are shown
graphically in 16 large colored maps. Although,
originally planned for grocery distributors, this
trade area study lays the ground work for consideration of the distribution of other commodities. The Atlas is Domesttc Series, number

7.

*

*

*

*

T h e Itisurance Group of the New York
Spccial Libraries Association has completed a
survey of the libraries specializing in subjects
of insurance.
This information has been
con~piledand published in tabulated form in
the News-lelter, November, 1928, p. 5-11.
T h e News-letler may be secured from t h e
Insurance Society of New York, 100 William
Street, New York, N. Y. The compilation is
entitled "Insurance Books in Insurance Association Libraries, State Libraries and State
University Libraries." This is a very commendable piece of work for which the local
group should be highly complimented.

*

*

*

*

*

Water Transportation Sub-committee for
the Transportation Committee of the Commercial-Technical Group, is taking on considerable proportions. I t has been so thoroughly
organized under the chairmanship of Mr.
M E. Pellett and secretaryship of Miss Mildred
Lee, that it now has a set of By-Laws under
which it is functioning. Meetings are being
held nionthly, funds are being solicited, and
work going forward toward the publication of
an exhaustive bibliography of Water Transportation Flfteen libraries are represented on
the Sub-Committee, and one hundred and two
organizations have expressed their willingness
to co-operate in this enterprise of compiling a
Source Book on Water Transportation.

+

Chatrges ? t i New York Czty Banks and Trust
Cotrtpan~escan be secured from t h e Seaboard
National Bank, New York, the publishers
Here is a reference tool for which h a n k libraries
have heen waiting for years. In this, bank
mergers can be traced with facility. The bank
librarians say-"it
seems too good t o be true
t h a t we can get such a valuable book free."

*

compliment t o be invited to co-operate for such
a purpose.

*

T h e special librarians are doing iheir share
in contributing t o a new undertaking, which is
a confidential monthly service, issued for
subscribing members co-operatively by t h e
editorial advisory committee of t h e National
Conference of Business Paper Editors and t h e
Editorial Bureau of the Associated Business
Papers, T h e special librarians consider i t a

The staff of the Library of the Bureau of
Public Roads, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Miss 0. Louise Evans, librarian, has prepared
an "Annotated Index to Articles on Highway
Safety and Allied Subjects." In its preliminary
form, the bibliography is mimeographed; it
contains only articles available in that one
library covering the years 1923 through 1927.
I t is astounding t o find on this one subject,
Highway Safety, that there are two thousand,
three hundred and eighty-nine entries. It is a
scholarly and thorough piece of bibliographic
work, as for the most part each article has an
explanatory annotation, and the entire list
has been carefully grouped by classifications,
and indexed by author.
The Library of the U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads has recently issued a "Selected list of
books and periodicals on road construction,"
also a "Partial list of references on toll bridges.''

*

*

*

The American Gas Associalion Monthly
devotes considerable space t o research. T h e
November issue contains an article by Arthur
D. Little, the well known engineer, a n d is
entitled "Research-and a greater gas industry."
The December number has an article b y
Alexander Forward, Managing Director of the
American Gas Association, entitled, "Research
-its value in a utility industry."
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Edzlor and Publisher for December 15th
contains an article by Maurice Symonds,
entitled "Merging of Names Aids Librarian."
This group includes such well known names as
Cook-Cooke, Clark-Clarke, Green-Greene, etc.

*

*

*

Editor and Publisher for November 24th
contains a photograph of the Newspaper
Group of the Special Library Association a t
the annual dinner in Ncw York on November
19th. In another colunin we present the story
of the meeting.

*

*

*

Bslt~tnore, the ~nonthly magazine of the
Baltimore Association of Conimerce, carries
every month a page entitled "Books for Rusiness Men," prepared by the Enocli Pratt Free
Library. Each issue contains the titles of about
twenty-five books on bus~ness.
*

I

*

Every special library in this vicin~ty will
welcome a new publ~cation issued by the
American Telephone 8r Telegraph Co., 195
Broadway, New York, N . Y. It is entitled
Ed~~catiortal
O p P o r t ~ n i t k sof Greater New York
and Nortlcern New Jersey, September, 1928,
whicli in its first part contains an alphabetical
list of schools and colleges and public libraries
atid brief descriptioris of all. Par1 I1 contains
an alphabetical list of courses offered together
with time, place and fee.
Evening elementary schools, public lectures
ancl courses of professional schools in a l l ,
~ned~cinc
and theology arc not iriclurlctl.

*

*

*

The Agricultural Library Noles for AugustSeptember, 1928, published by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture Library reports
from the Massachusetts Library Club Bulletin
a description of thc Library of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society by Miss Dorothy
St. J. Manks, Librarian. The Notes also contain
a description (of the Agricultural Library)
of the University of Missouri. This little
mimeograph publication always contains news
of value and compresses a lot of material into
a few pages.

*

*

*

Boston is particularly rich in special informational resources, as is brought out by the fourth
edition of the Directory of Speclal Libraries ill
Boston and vicinity, recently published by
the Boston Chapter of the Special Libraries
Association, of which Howard L. Stebbins,
Social Law Library, is President. One hundred
thirtv-three individual collections are noted.
ranging in subject matter from botany, with
six entries; business, with nine elitries; engineer-
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ing, with seven; nus sic, forestry and newspapers, to rubber, law, religion, clie~nistr~
and
street railways.
Special collections of noteworthy mention
are the John Adams, Loarnmi Baldwin, Nathaniel Bowditch, George Ticknor, Harry Elkins
Widener and Thomas Prince. The libraries
noted in the Directory have been built up a t
great time and expense by firms or individuals,
including much that is inipossible to dupl~cate,
and in most caws are available for consultation
by the general public.

* * *

In a recent publication, The 3 o r y of the Chaix
Store, by W . D . Darby, (New York Dry Goods
Economist, 239 West 39th Street, New York,
N. Y.), is all interesting chaptcr on "Men versus
Methods." Therein is a sketch of the l ~ f eof
W. T Grant and his methods-the concludit~g
paragraph of which reads: "As we were walking out of his office, after my interview with
him, he drew my attention to the library.
'Here,' he said, 'is thc whole thing in a nutshell.'
The libra~y contains a comprehensive assortmcnt of books and magazines on all phases of
business ancl of store operation. A librarian
and a staff of assistants are kept busy supplying
the demands of people in thc organization who
are anxious to learn all they can about the
business. These people are not required to use
the library; they arc not even asked to do so.
13ut they use it freely on their own initiative
hecause they want t o know. ' I am frequently
askctl the reasons for chain store success,'
Mr. Grant said. 'There are many reasons,
butJ-with a sweep of his hand toward t h e
library shelves-'they can all be boiled down t o
this: KNOWLEDGE.' "
We special librarians know how many ideas
of Miss Grace Aikenhead's have gone into the
library to Iielp make it an effective part of the
W. T. Grant Company.

* * *

The Library of t h e International Institute
of Agriculture, at Rome, Italy, was a t t h e
meeting of the General Assembly of t h e
Institute in October, taken out from t h e
Bureau of the Secretariat, and made an inclependcnt ofice, on the samc basis as the other
scient~ficBureaus.
The Institute Library is one of the most
important ill its field in the world since it contains a collection of more than 180,000 volumes
on the agriculture of all parts of the world.
Since January, 1925, the Library has been
directed by Mr. Jqmes G. Hodgson, F. I,. A.,
B. L. S.

